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R U S S I A N I N S T I T U T E
STANDARDS OF DEM

OCRACY 

for the protection and security of

the public, while at the same time

continue to pay respect to human

rights. Let the advocates of censor�

ship and rigorous interrogation

express their ideas, and a political

dispute will surely ensue.

* * *

The biggest challenge for human

rights activists occurs in a situation

when a nation faces terrorism and

terrorist attacks similar to the ones

that occurred in the Moscow metro,

in London, and in New York. It is

during these times that human

rights activists lose the support of

many individuals. Traditionally,

human rights activists always side

with the victims, and with the

exception of a completely authori�

tarian or totalitarian state, where

the law is openly flouted, the public

doesn’t always identify themselves

with the victims of state policies.

I believe that Amnesty

International has always been help�

ing specific people. Moreover, I

believe that the reports by Human

Rights Watch, in which violations of

human rights are documented from

different parts of the world, are

quite valuable. Up until recently,

the governments, to say the least,

have worried when criticised in

these reports. However, I don’ think
that organisations like Human
Rights Watch will ever become a
mass movement. 

There are no lone heroes in

organisations such as Amnesty

International or Human Rights

Watch, although, they apparently

have activists, probably militants,

whose names we often never hear

about. Therefore, it is the organisa�

tion itself that must be celebrated

rather than individuals. But, I am

sure that there are such people in

Russia who should be remembered,

such as the dissidents from 20�30

years ago, who fought against total�

itarianism before 1989.

Undoubtedly, they, as well as such

American civil rights activists as

Martin Luther King and other lead�

ers of the equality movement during

the sixties, have been real defenders

of human rights. ��
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Achieving common standards of democracy is, tech�

nically, not possible and, moreover, not even desir�

able. There is an old joke among political scientists to

the effect that the best democracies in Europe are all

monarchies: Britain, the Netherlands, the Scandinavian

countries and so on, which are usually thought as being

mature democracies. Nevertheless, they are all, in fact,

monarchies. I believe, in fact, that the attempt to impose

common standards through international organisations

is always negative because international organisations,

unlike those that are national in nature, actually have no

electorate and thus, they hold no accountability. I do not

agree with the activities of Amnesty International, but to

their credit, they do try to concentrate more narrowly on

human rights issues. With respect to Freedom House –

yes, this is an overtly political organisation, and I think

of its influence as being wholly negative. Freedom

House is one of the organisations that I was thinking of

when I said that they would congratulate a country if it

has a pro�Western orientation and criticise it if it does�

n’t. One of the most pernicious results of internationalism
– of the internationalism of the human rights movement –
is that it gives power to international organisations that
are structurally decoupled – that are, in effect, struc�
turally separate – from any electorate. 

The Council of Europe is obviously an organisation

that is never elected. While, as a body, the Council of

Europe has gotten itself into a very extremist position

with respect to a number of issues which, in my view,

does not correspond to either democracy or human

rights. I’m thinking particularly of its stance on secular�

ism. For instance, the European Court of Human

Rights’ decision that crucifixes should not be displayed

in Italian schools. Now there is absolutely no way that

this is a human rights issue. In my opinion, there is

absolutely in no way that the court should have ruled on

this matter at all and it should definitely not have taken

the ruling that it did. That ruling is an example, in my

view, of an organisation that has simply overstepped its

powers.

All international organisations operate in a political

vacuum, which contrasts with national organisations,

such as parliaments, law courts, and prison/ peniten�

tiary systems. All of these national bodies operate with�

in a legal context where there is, at the very least, a pos�

sibility of holding them accountable for their perform�

ance. And that is exactly why, in my view, any attempts

to establish common standards and universal principals

are a priori negative. ��
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